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IAEA Statute 

Statute of the International Atomic Energy Agency: 

 

1. “The Agency shall seek to accelerate and enlarge the 

contribution of atomic energy to peace, health and 

prosperity throughout the world.” – e.g. ensuring health 

needs are effectively addressed using medical 

radiation technology 

 

2. “To establish or adopt … standards of safety for 

protection of health and minimization of danger to life 

… and to provide for the application of these 

standards” – e.g. ensuring unnecessary and 

unintended exposures using medical radiation 

technology are minimized 
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Medical exposures 

The application of ionizing radiation and radioactive materials in 

diagnostic, interventional and therapeutic procedures in medicine is 

beneficial for hundreds of millions of people each year 

• Careful balance between the benefits of enhancing human health and 

welfare, and the risks related to the radiation exposure of people 

• Avoiding unnecessary and unintended exposures 

Annual per caput effective dose from different sources of exposure
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Unnecessary Exposures 

• Q: What are the potential factors behind unnecessary exposures? 

 
• A: Lack of knowledge about the patient from referring physician (non-

adequate examination of patient, duplicate examinations) 

• Lack of knowledge about the procedure or alternatives (benefits and/or 
risks) 

• Variations in local practice (not based on evidence but on “tradition”) 

• Evidence not available to relevant healthcare providers 

• Lack of certainty, confidence or experience 

• Pressure and expectations from patient 

• Referring physician is also the provider of the service (self-referral, 
economic interest) 

• Referring as a safeguard against possible malpractice liability (defensive 
medicine) 

• … 
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Reducing unnecessary exposures 

• Q: How can the number of unnecessary exposures be reduced? 

• A: IAEA suggests AAA – to improve the implementation of justification 

 

• Awareness, Appropriateness and Audit  

• Effective communication about risk 

• Up-to-date referral guidelines / appropriateness criteria / clinical imaging guidelines 

• Clinical audit of justification 
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Appropriateness 

Q: How can 

“appropriateness” be 

addressed? 

A: Through clinical 

imaging guidelines that 

can be used by a 

clinician when deciding 

whether or not a 

particular imaging study 

is justified, taking into 

account risk and 

benefit, for answering 

the clinical question 

about a patient who 

exhibits a specific set of 

conditions 
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Addressing radiation risk in guidelines 

Q: Are there radiation risks to take into account? 

A: We are uncertain. Uncertainty arises from numerous factors: 

 

 

Figure from: P.W. Horton: “Dose and risk: the hard facts”. In: PROCEEDINGS OF AN 

INTERNATIONAL WORKSHOP ON JUSTIFICATION OF MEDICAL EXPOSURE IN 

DIAGNOSTIC IMAGING”, IAEA IN COOPERATION WITH THE EC, BRUSSELS, 2–4 

SEPTEMBER 2009 

 

• Uncertainty in radiation 

risk estimation 

• Natural variation of 

disease occurrence in 

populations 

• Limited information on 

exposed populations 

• Incomplete 

understanding of the 

origins and development 

of cancer 
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Addressing radiation risk in guidelines 

Q: So what do we do when we are uncertain of the risks? 

A: We can apply the Precautionary Principle 

• Act in a balanced way to reduce potential hazards before there 

is strong proof of harm, taking into account the likely risks and 

benefits of action and inaction  

 

• In clinical imaging using ionizing radiation: 

• We are uncertain of the risks from imaging investigations using 

ionizing radiation 

• We know that a significant percentage of imaging investigations 

using ionizing radiation are not indicated 

• As a scientific community, we owe it to the public to reduce 

unnecessary exposures, and to look for the beneficial relatively 

lower-dose alternatives in imaging, in a balanced way 
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Clinical Imaging Guidelines 

Q: What is the main driver for the IAEA in this project? 

A: Radiation protection of patients – to reduce unnecessary exposures, 

and thereby reduce potential unnecessary risks for patients 

 

Bonn Call-for-Action: Action 1: Enhance the implementation of the 

principle of justification – Jointly with the World Health Organization 

 

Q: Are there other potential benefits? 

A:  

• Increasing benefits for patients 

• Better utilization of medical technology 

• Health economics 

• … 
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